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Quilt Setting Instructions 
Block Size: 18”x 18” fin. size (18-1/2” x 18-1/2” unfin.)  
Quilt sizes: Single: 81-1/2” X 104” OR Queen: 104” x 104” 
 

A quick word from me  
When we start each Sew Along, it always seems like we have so much time, working away each week making our 
Friendship blocks. Then suddenly the blocks are finished up and the reveal of the setting instructions is here. Time 
does fly when you are having fun!  
 
The fabric requirements for the quilt setting was previously provided at the beginning of the Sew Along. Please 
see Page 1 of Week 1 Friendship Block instructions. 

 

Step 1: Sashing   
This cutting is a great use of the Creative Grid Stripology™ Cutter or similar tool, if you have one. 
 

Background Pie Crust Fabric: Cut 2-1/4” wide strip of fabric x 42” WOF 

Single Size Cut 31 strips 

Queen Size Cut 40 strips 

 

Contrast Vanilla Fabric: Cut 1-1/2” wide strip of fabric x 42” WOF 

Single Size Cut 16 strips 

Queen Size Cut 20strips 

 
1. Lay out cut strips as shown.   

Background Pie Crust Fabric  
Contrast Vanilla Fabric:  

Background Pie Crust Fabric  
 

2. First join (1) Background Pie Crust fabric strip to (1) Contrast Vanilla fabric strip together along their length 
as shown by the diagram below. Press to the DARKER fabric.  
 

3. Now trim to tidy the width of the Contrast Vanilla fabric sewn strip as instructed below. This will tidy the 
width before it is sewn to the next strip. See Note on following page. 
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Important: Trim to tidy the width of the sewn strips by placing the ruler along sewn seam measuring to raw 
edge. Use the cut width less 1/4" (for sewn seam) and trim to tidy along each raw edge.  

• The Contrast Vanilla fabric strip should measure 1-1/4” wide from seam to raw edge. 
• The Background Pie Crust fabric strip should measure 2” wide from seam to raw edge. 

 

4. Join the remaining (1) Background Pie Crust strip to the trimmed Contrast Vanilla strip.  Press to the 
DARKER fabric. Now trim to tidy the width of each sewn Background Pie Crust strip as before. This sewn 
strip set should measure 5” wide. 

 

 
 

5. In this same manner, repeat the above steps to make the additional strip sets required for the quilt size that 
you are making. Press and trim to tidy the width of each strip. 
 

Single Size Note: Cut (1) Background Pie Crust fabric and (1) Contrast Vanilla in half to make (2) 21” long 
strips from each fabric. Using the (2) half Background Pie Crust strips to (1) half Contrast Vanilla strip sew 
together to make the strip set as before (we just don’t need the entire length).  
 

6. Subcut each sewn strip set into (2) 18-1/2” sections for the number of sashing pieces required for your quilt 
size, as provided below.  
 

 
 

Total Yield 

Single Size (31) Sashing Strips 

Queen Size (40) Sashing Strips 

 

Step 2: Cornerstones – Ohio Star 5”x5”unfin.   
Background Pie Crust Fabric: Single Size Queen Size 

A 
Cut 2” x 42” WOF strips. 
Subcut strips into 2” x 2” pcs. 

Cut (4) strips. 
Subcut (80) pcs. 

Cut (5) strips. 
Subcut (100) pcs. 

*B Cut 2-3/4” x 42” WOF strips 
Subcut strips into 2-3/4” x 2-3/4” pcs. 

Cut (3) strips. 
Subcut (40) pcs. 

Cut (4) strips. 
Subcut (50) pcs. 

 

Contrast Vanilla Fabric: Single Size Queen Size 

C Cut 2” x 42” WOF strips. 
Subcut strips into 2” x 2” pcs. 

Cut (1) strip. 
Subcut (20) pcs. 

Cut (1.5) strips. 
Subcut (25) pcs. 

*D 
Cut 2-3/4” x 42” WOF strips 
Subcut strips into 2-3/4” x 2-3/4” pcs. 

Cut (3) strips. 
Subcut (40) pcs. 

Cut (4) strips. 
Subcut (50) pcs. 

*Note: Due to the small size of these pieces, you may wish to cut the strips at 3” wide then subcut the 3” x 3” 
squares, and once the unit has been sewn, trim to size. I think smaller sizes are easier to handle this way. 

A A 

A A 

D D 

D D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B B B B C 
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Back side of unit 

Making the Quarter-Square Triangles (QST):  
There are several methods of making QST, with this one is really the simplest. If you have cut the square larger 
as recommended in the Note, please proceed following the same directions below. 
 

1. Subcut all B and D squares     keeping the two fabric colours in their respective piles. 
 

2. From each pile select and lay out cut triangles to form the QST unit as shown and stitch to join, sewing from 
the 90-degree end towards the pointed end.  

 

 
 

3. When pressing this center seam, twist the center of the seam allowance open, loosening the 
stitches of the fabric at the center seam so the intersecting seam fans out and lays flat to 
opposite sides. This will relieve the excess bulk.  
 

4. These QST blocks should measure 2” x 2” unfinished. At this point I always trim to tidy by aligning the                 
45-degee line on the ruler over the diagonal center seam, aligning ruler markings of 2” 
with the seams (as shown in diagram) and trim to tidy, rotating block to complete all four 
sides. 
 

5. Repeat the above steps and continue sewing and trimming the cut triangles together in 
this manner to make the QST squares.  

 

Total Yield 

Single Size (80) QST units. 

Queen Size (100) QST units. 
 
 

Assembly of the Cornerstone Block:   
1. Carefully lay out all the cut A and C pieces and the completed QST triangles for the star points, following the 

diagram below. 
 
2. Working in horizontal rows, pin to secure then sew together using 1/4” 

seam allowance (stitch slowly so points will not be cut off). Press 
seams as shown by the red arrows.  

 

3. Stitch rows together, nesting seams and join to make the center block. 
Press these seams open. 
 

4. Each Ohio Star block should measure 5” x 5” unfinished. Trim to tidy. 
 

Total Yield 

Single Size (20) Ohio Star blocks. 

Queen Size (25) Ohio Star blocks. 

 

B 
B B 

B 
D D 

D 

D 

A A 

A A
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Step 3: Quilt Assembly   
Our Let’s Be Friends Sew Along Quilt has a “straight set” layout. This means that the blocks will be joined together 
forming horizontal rows. Please read through this section before proceeding.  
 
1. Using a design wall or large surface will make the assembly of the quilt center easier. Refer to the quilt layout 

diagram on the next page.  
 
2. Carefully lay out the blocks as they will be placed in the quilt center. Randomly place the different colours as 

you wish. Then place the sashing strips and the cornerstone squares.  
 

Please Note: The Ohio Star points do not match the center strip of the Sashing piece. This was purposely 
designed this way. When joining, match at their centers and outside corners, pin to secure then stitch to join.  
 

 
3. Follow the quilt diagram guide for the size of 

quilt that you are making.  Begin by carefully 
making the horizontal rows. Pin accurately 
before stitching. Stitch carefully with 1/4" 
seam, guiding seam so any points will not be 
cut off.  
 

4. Return each sewn and pressed row back to its 
original position within the layout and repeat 
this procedure with remaining blocks to 
make all horizontal rows as shown.  

 
5. Now join the sewn horizontal rows to assemble the entire quilt center. With right sides together, join rows by 

pinning to secure at matching seams, centers, and points for the entire row before stitching. Sew carefully.  
 

6. Pressing these long seams can be a bit tricky. They can be pressed toward the sashing units along the entire 
seam but where the Cornerstone Ohio Star points are, the seam can be gently twisted to press away from the 
points of the small star thereby relieving the bulk. This is not a ‘perfect’ way to press but may be preferable 
to clipping or having a bulky seam. Once joined this will form the quilt center as per the diagram for your quilt 
size. 
 

The quilt center should now measure:  
 
 
  

Single Quilt Size 72-1/2” x 95” unfinished 

Queen Quilt Size 95” x 95” unfinished 
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Quilt Center Layout:      
 

Single Quilt Size Queen Quilt Size 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Step 4: Border  
Please read through the “General Border Instructions” below. Each border is attached separately as per 
the following instructions. Borders will be joined by establishing and keeping consistent by adding the LEFT & 
RIGHT borders first, and then the TOP & BOTTOM.  
 

When you are adding a plain border to the quilt top: 
1. Fabric for plain border strips will be cut longer than actual measurement required. Strips will be joined end to 

end to obtain length where indicated with seams pressed open.  
2. Fold the border strip in half end to end and mark or pin to indicate the center. Measure out from center, half 

of the measurement needed for the length of the quilt side and mark. Repeat for the other end. 
3. Find the middle of the quilt side and with right sides together and edges even, match centers of border strip 

to quilt center and pin.  Now match the outer markings to the edges of the quilt; these should line up at the 
very edge of the quilt. Do not trim excess fabric yet. Pin along edge to secure border to quilt top.  

4. Join border strips to quilt center by carefully stitching with a 1/4” seam allowance. Be careful of any points in 
the quilt center’s blocks. Border ends will be loose and floppy - do not trim. 

5. Press seams to this plain border or as instructed. Trim the excess fabric from the attached border strips by 
laying the quilt top flat. Use a longer ruler (6” x 24”) and place along the quilt aligning the sewn seam on a 
ruler line to ensure the outside corner edge is 90-degrees. This will keep the corners square.  Now carefully 
trim any excess fabric off the ends.  
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Adding the Border:      
 

Background Pie Crust Fabric: Cut 5” wide strip of fabric x 42” WOF 

Single Size Cut 9 strips 

Queen Size Cut 11 strips 

 

For the Single Size:      
Left & Right Borders  
1. Cut (1) 42” strip in half to make (2) 5” x 21” strips. 

 
2. Join the short end of (1) 21” half-strip to (2) 42” strips end to end to make one 

longer strip. Press seams open. Repeat to make a total of (2) longer strips.  
 

3. Following the General Border Instructions, measure, pin and stitch to join (2) of 
these longer strips to the quilt center’s LEFT & RIGHT sides. Press seam to this 
border. Trim ends even with quilt top.  

 

Top & Bottom Borders  
1. Join the short ends of (2) 5” x 42” strips end to end to make one longer strip. Press seams open.  

Repeat to make a total of (2) longer strips.  
 

2. Following the General Border Instructions, measure, pin and stitch to join (2) of these longer border strips to 
the quilt center TOP & BOTTOM sides. Press seam to this border. Trim ends even with quilt top. 

 
The Single Size quilt center should now measure:   
 
 

 

For the Queen Size:      
Left & Right Borders  
1. Cut (1) 42” strip in half to make (2) 5” x 21” strips. 

 
2. Join the short end of (1) 21” half-strip to (2) 42” strips end to end to make one longer strip. Press seams open. 

Repeat to make a total of (2) longer strips.  
 

3. Following the General Border Instructions, measure, pin and stitch to join (2) of these longer strips to the quilt 
center’s LEFT & RIGHT sides. Press seam to this border. Trim ends even with quilt top.  

 
Top & Bottom Borders  
3. Join the short ends of (3) 5” x 42” strips end to end to make one longer strip. Press seams open.  

Repeat to make a total of (2) longer strips.  
 

4. Following the General Border Instructions, measure, pin and stitch to join (2) of these longer border strips to 
the quilt center TOP & BOTTOM sides. Press seam to this border. Trim ends even with quilt top. 
 

The Queen Size quilt center should now measure:   
 

 

Single Quilt Size 81-1/2” x 104” unfinished 

Queen Quilt Size 104” x 104” unfinished 
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Step 5: Finishing  
1. Prepare backing fabric and layer with batting. Backing and batting should be 6” on all sides larger than the 

quilt top.  
2. Baste quilt top, backing and batting layers to prevent any shifting during the quilting process. 
3. Using the quilting method of your choice, the quilt can now be quilted. 
 

Adding the Binding  
I prefer a continuous binding method and cut the fabric on the cross-grain (from selvedge to selvedge) for straight 
sided quilts such as this. If the fabric is striped or checked, then bias-cut strips are recommended.  
 
1. Lay the quilted quilt on a flat surface and using the long ruler, trim the excess batting and backing 1/4” larger 

from quilt top. Make sure all quilt corners are perfect 90-degrees. At corners trim batting at a 45-degree angle. 
 

Background Pie Crust Fabric: Cut 2-1/4” wide strips x 42” WOF 
(or preferred width of 2-1/2” for binding) 

Single Size Cut 9 strips 

Queen Size Cut 11 strips 
 

Do you have a light-coloured background to your quilt? 
If this is the case, you may prefer to join a darker binding using the same fabric as in the sashing. It is your 
choice – audition your options! 

 
 

 
 

2. From the binding fabric, cut the number of required strips from selvedge to 
selvedge 2-1/4” wide (or a preferred width of 2-1/2” for binding). Join all strips 
together as per diagram using a 45-degree seam. Trim seams to 1/4” and press 
open.  
 

3. With right sides out, fold and press in half lengthwise, matching raw edges. 
 

4. Leaving a 7” binding tail and matching raw edges to quilt top, begin along one side and 
sew binding to the quilt’s edge using walking foot and 1/4” seam allowance. Stop sewing 
1/4” from corner of quilt. Remove quilt from the machine and miter at corners by 
folding strip up (vertically) making a 45-degree angle on corner, pin. Bring binding 
straight back down, folding so this new fold is at the outer edge of the quilt and raw 
edges are now even with the next side and pin. Begin sewing from the outside edge a 
1/4” seam along this new side.  

 

5. Continue stitching binding and mitering all four corners until about 12” away from 
starting point. Backstitch to secure leaving a tail of binding. Remove from machine.  

 

6. In the unstitched area, overlap ending and beginning tail of 
binding strip. Measure and mark overlap at 2-1/4” (or 2-1/2” if 
used) as per diagram. Snip off excess end at mark. 
 

7. Open folded binding ends and with right sides together as in #2, stitch using a 45-degree 
angled seam. Trim seams to 1/4” and press open, then repress fold of binding matching raw edges. Pin to quilt 
edge as this should now lay flat and finish stitching seam.  
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Fold binding over to the back and begin hand stitching. The folded edge of the binding should meet with the 
stitching of the seam line. Form a folded miter at the corners in the opposite direction from the front and continue 
stitching around the quilt. 
 
Don’t forget to label your quilt! 
 

 

 
Thank you for sewing along with me on this adventure! 

Don’t forget to join our Facebook Group to share your progress and meet other quilters around the 
world who are also working along with you! 


